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'Classroom Criticism' of Reader Response-Based Literature Class in

EFL Pre-service Teacher Education and Technology Integration:

A Critical Pedagogical Framework

By Iskhak

Abstract

The study reports on the classroom practice of literary studies on critical theory
(literary criticism) in EFL pre-service teacher education with technology
integration. Under the framework of reader-response theory, literacy language
program, and media literacy, the present study shows the theory-into-practice
process ofhow literary criticism ofreader response and other critical approaches
were made down to earth in EFL pre-service teachers' own contextual classroom
through the so-called 'classroom criticism'. The participants of the study included
the third grade students of the department who were enrolled in the subject of
Literary Criticism. They got involved in enjoying literary works assigned and
were introduced to the ways or strategies to respond to them with reference to
Reader Response theory. They got involved in using technology, gadget and/or
other similar types of technology for mobile communication, to get access of
relevant sources discussing the nature of the theory of literary criticism. Working
in group ofthree or four, they shared what they had understood from the stories
and responded appropriately to them. The findings indicate that the participants
got involved in critical activities such as group discussions and writing critical
comments in classroom and benefitted pedagogical implications from 'classroom

best practices' for their expected future classroom practices. In addition, the study
recommends that further study explore more on the influence of socio-cultural
contexts of classroom toward classroom dynamics.

Keywords: Literary criticism, classroom criticism, media literacy, critical
pedagogy

Introduction
The role of technology in the current digital era has significantly changed the new

direction of TEFL trends. The shift from conventional to more sophisticated trend of using ICT-

based multimedia has brought EFL in- and pre-service teachers to get awareness of being
literate in ICT. In the realm of approach to language teaching pedagogy, the move of theory-
into-practice discussions have offered newly-adjusted and negotiated teaching strategies that are

assisted by computer and digital technology. I-INESCO, thus, has outlined that media literacy is

central since "it promotes the individual's right to communicate and express, and to seek,

receive and impart information and ideas. It encourages the evaluation of media and information

sources based on how they are produced, the messages being conveyed, and the intended

audience."
The significance of media literacy is widely acknowledged by most EFL teachers of all

parts ofthis globe. Son et al. (2011) reports that Indonesian in-service teachers indicated their

good computer and media literacy level and positively perceived its important role in their
pedagogical development. Yu's (2014) study reveals that Taiwanese pre-service EFL teachers

positively perceived the IT-based teaching strategy. By using digital and media literacy, the

classroom activities will lead to democratic interaction (Hobbs 2014).
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In the context of EFL education, the pedagogical significances embedded from the

discussion ofliterary criticism in literature class deserve our serious attentions' In developing a

response-based literature teaching p"augogv, 
"rh;;""*""t 

of student-teachers' understanding

the principles of theory-into-practic" of cu#e"t trends of literary criticism needs exploring' It is

admified that responJ"-Uur"'A trend offers aesthetic experience of enjoying literary works'

Through analysis of critical pedagogy 
"Uf 

*tti"tt how classroom context-based design

accommodates student teachers' different uu"tgtounas, the studY is concemed with the use of

media in catering for the subjects' diff*";;;;, wa"ts, media literacy and knowledge' Yet'

studies on the i,rt"grutirr oi i""nnotogy t;'ii;;;; criticism.class in the l"t" -1:11-of 
critical

pedagogy are still {;:'Th; ;;.,-",'|ftav'ii""'*ili giu" the accounts bv proposing guiding

questions: L How do student teachers make breafuhroughs to critically understand the concept

ofreader response ,i""i ,ra its application in classroom supported iy the use of sophisticated

technologt under the perspective of-critici p"'digog/2, 2. H;; do student teachers perceive the

real and contextual practices of literary iriticism as integrated by the use of sophisticated

tu"t 
"itog,' 

under the perspective of critical pedagogt?

Theoretical Basis

iriticot theory/Literary Criticism: (Re) conceptuslizatio.n

The ways orltio* literature i"rt-;;;i'r;roroal ,t*ir classroom practice very much

depends on their 
'.rnA"rrtunaing, 

beliefs, und assumption underlying their decision of

determining tfr" pro""J*es of tlaching--itto'" mentioned components tend to be virtually

influenced by their r"n""t"a critical views, which are conc€rnei with critical theory and literary

criticism. Das (2002) argues that literal itt""ty 
"tA 

critical theory have become a part of

academic discipline-#d literary criticism offers variety of theory and practice'

Critical theory has close relationJip with Htlrary criticism' Tyson (2006' p' 6) argues

that critical theory tries to explain th" 
"t;;;;iion' 

und uutues upon which various forms of

literary criticism restl,. on the-other n"ra, rit"i"w criticism.is "the application of critical theory

to analyzea literary te*i.i po. .ru-p1",-R"uO", ,"rponse theory, a iiansactional theory' offers

aesthetic stance in ieading (Tyson 2006, p.];;j. c""ria*ing its strengths of the trend' the study

is more concemed with {osenblatt's Reader response theory' 
-.^-r.^ -r.^,,1,1 he an (

Crit ical lyspeaking,theprocessofreadingli teraryworksshouldbeanempowenng
drive. Rosenblatt's (1978) transactlonat ,ft""w seEs the important role of reader' she argues

that.,...a text is simply paper and rnt< untiia reid", 
"uok"," 

''i Transactional theory suggests that

the role of reader is important ,n -urrrrg irtt -""^i"g of the text' The reader gets involved in

expressing feelings" ut i 
-"r"utiuity 

throigh interpreting the text' There have been different

strategies in aesthetic and efferent stanil!'of r"uiing' ih" fotttt shows readers' engagement

with emotional accounts (feelings), tft" lutt"' has to" do with text-oriented understanding that

covers text- or information-based qu"rti*'Ttusks' Rosenblatt (1983) fr1{her argues that there

have been shifts from new critic t uoitionitratlo"ur., on information-driven ways to aesthetic

upp'ou'X;:;"t}i'*t 
literary criticism has its.own '"0:-1Y11*,1']::o,,t;i;:T,1:*""'mptions'

practices, u.rO qu"riio'irrg ,'trut.gi". of 
"*6lit"rary 

criticism (Lynn 2008)' Among the currentlY

acknowledged literary criticisms ,u"t ."uo"t '"'pon'" theory' feminism' deconstructivism' post-

colonialism, and others, reader ,",pon," .h"ory hu, been placed as |he 
most considerably

influential in recent trends of classroom"it""irc.i.t at all leveis of educations' As Lynn further

argues, the theory assumes that. "readers actively create (rather than passively discover

meanings in texts, guided bv ce1{1 g;; ;"J *les that m1v be personal, or shared with other

members of a community.,, In addition, according to Lynn, tire practice of the th3ory is focused

on how particular details shape readerr'-"*p"ouiions and t"'pon"'' The questions tend to be

developed on the basis ofreaders' emotional aspects'

The classroom dynami", 
"r 

r"rf""r*based^literature instruction normally leads to

.classroom criticism' (Reyes 2007). ft'"'*ttU"rs of classroom community become teacher-

crit icsorstudent-cri t icsandtheycreatecrit ical l i teracyeventsdrivenbyli teraryresponses.
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Reyes (2007) argues that 'classroom criticism' is socially and pedagogically created by teacher

and-criiics through reading to talk and to write in classroom. Beach (1993), following

Rosenblatt's views of aesthetic reading, offers several steps in the process of experiential

response that consists of engaging, constructing, imaging, connecting, and evaluating/reflecting'

Response-based literature teaching pedagogt: from theory into practice

Reader-response theory assumes-that ieaders are active meaning makers.Advocates of

this theory offer piactical guides with reference to transaction process of reader with the text

assigned. For exainple, faronAes (2000) figures out the logic of pedagogy from theoretical to

prajicat accounts in classroom settings of transactional theory (reader response), that is, the

ieacheriinstructor should not deal with teaching about literature, but bringing readers to

aesthetically engage in reading. Harfrtt and Chu (2011) report their study in Hongkong context

about trainies' impressions (opinion and feeling) of reading poem by means of reader response.

The findings indicate that the subjects preferred aesthetic ways of enjoying literary works to

information-based approach.In thi response-based classroom, asBeach (1990) suggests, the

response activities should include u, u pro""ts of discovering meaning through talking and

wriiing. The role of the teacher/instructor then plays an important role of liberating students to

be free in dealing with their responses to literature (Park 2013, Probst 1990).

L it er acy - b as e d I an g unge P r o gr am
Literacy tendJto bJ contextually (re)defined, depending on the stances taken into

consideration. Venezky (1990) argues that literacy is not merely concerned with reading,

writing, numeracy, Ouf nigner demand of more complex thinking and doing' He confirms that
o,What we needed are higher competency levels, and higher levels of literacy are required

underpinning." It is beca.rJe language is a meaning;based system of communication, has a dual

structure, is also a rule-governed creative, and generative system, and indicates the interplay of

context, situation, and-the systems of language (Kucer 2009, p.44)' There is a very close

relationship among reading, talking, and writing (Kern 2000, p.132)' The connection indicates

the same interactively shared points (Kern 2000, p. 131)'
pedagogically speaking, literacy-based language education offers certain tenets. One

goal of a literacy-based instructional program is to make- learners aware of the multiple

ielationships among all levels of text structure-how word choices, syntactic choices and text

level organization 
"hoi"", 

all interact and affect meaning (Kem 2000, p'93)' Kern further

mentions the five dimensions of literacy development that can be assessed: a. application of

various kinds of knowledge, b. selection of material, c. articulation of a reasoned understanding

of the text, d. reflection onthe readings, and e. consideration of the role of literature in society.

Those dimensions can refer to linguiitic, cognitive/metacognitive, and sociocultural elements

(Kern 2003, p. 38). Literacy is als6 socially ielevant to contexts shaping and being shaped by

(see also Tarone et aI.2009). Robinson (1988, p.243) argues, "What we do is influenced not

only by the what, but also by the where, when, and to whom. It is also obvious when we think

about it, that the teaching ofiiteracy is specially sensitive to the pressures ofsocial context."

From sociocultuial aspect, Perry (2012) argues that "Language in all of its uses is an

intimate part of human experience: Language is expressive of identity and personality, but it is

also socially binding and fxpressive ofiolGctive values." Perry postulates thal th91e are three

perspectives on liter-acy: 1. literacy as a social practice, 2. multiliteracies, and critical literacy.

Thui, literacy events are observable: that is, we can see what people are doing withtexts'

Lantolf and Thome (2007) support the literacy education based on sociocultural theory

emphasizing on the piin"ipi"r ihat learning language takes place through interaction within

social environment. tn tnis ,"rrr., Heath (1988) outlines the nature of literacy event: "A literacy

event is any occasion in which a piece of writing is integral to the nature of participants'

interactions and their interpretive pro"rrrm and ... there are more literacy events which call for

appropriate knowledge ofior*s and uses of speech events than there are actual occasions for

extended reading or writing.
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Thelogicofthesupportiveconnectionbetweenliteracyandliteracyhascomeupfrom
theboththeoreticalandpractical"uia.n rr.f"*12000,207'111-112)arguesthatreader-

response-based literac] i"tli"p-*, offers benefi"iul tigttifi"ances to the EFL learners'

TheuseoftechnotogyasMedialiteracyenhuncementandLiteraryCriticismPracticesfor
nru nre;;t(r:':i"##technology in rcr-based teaching pedagogv is meaningful in this

digital era. It brings itt?."-una oi-,n"aiJit"t""v-"revery-citizen inimt globe' In every life

circumstance, no matter it is personal 
"t 

p;;;, ;edia literary is required to accommodate any

type of needs. consequentty,.thi?.."onditi;; i; Lrought EFL pre-service teachers to be well-

prepared to be engagld in media-literacy-based language p.9qu*. McKenna et al' (2003) argue

that from sociocognitive perspectin., tt " 
ot" ;i;Ji"^ will promote the subjects' language

srowth urra 
"o-,nrrrri"utioit 

,tiitr, and other*J# 'ttitt' "'"t' 
as demonstration' collaboration' and

Jocial interaction (p' 315)' . 1 ! , - ^r ri+^*^a ation with
Previousstudiesindicatethattheteachingofl i terarystudiesinEFLeduc

technology integrat; guu" ."*ingr"r inir""n"""t to the subjects' Young and Bush (2004)

examine the languagl';,i;#;ffi;ffuluur"a on classroom coitexts accommodate the English

teachers, needs and'wurrt, und", th" fru*.inort oicritical pedagogy' Yet' there are still limited

studies on this direction'

criticat pedugogv 
alvsis of approach to teaching .n"l"F:fl 

th" 
::":l:: :lY":?Yfto 

account

entails the issue of critical pedagogy._p"n"v"o"oi ctel+j argu"s that critical pedagogy sees

schools as arena *ft"." Jiff"rent ciltuial, fjti"gf*f 
"1d 

sociJforms are constantly in struggle'

It also, pennycook, further argues, 
"i.r;;;h"fie 

bot! schooling and society, to the mutual of

both. In the context of literary criticism ;;;; ttir trt" 
1113to.;m 

members who deserve free

chances to take active part of shaping the class community' as Reyes (2007) calls it as

.classroom criticism'. The daily putt"l.n"O routines and curricular designs tend to reflect the

degree of freedom ;;; ;;Jd# or *tiuJ pu'ti"ipution of each membei' The more democratic

the atmospfr"r" oi'ttt" 
-liu* 

ir, the better socialization process will be' in terms of the

"on.t.o"tionofthemembers,identity(seeStein2004).

Methods
Thestudyoccupiedaqualitat iveT::Study(Barone20j]).Thestudentteachers(around50
people, who were 

"rr"il"a 
in the fifth ,"-lr*, taking Literary criticism after Introduction to

Literature) pu*r"rput"J-in the study- Th;itq"tty i""[if"*"in response-based literature classes

that were underpinned by pedagogi."l;;;;n-io t'iti"ut theory and literary criticism' The

course included ,hJ;;rion, 
-ofla.i" 

ti"ory of reader r."rpon'" *d pT]:,laccounts' and'

thus, theory-into-practice perspectiv." ift" *i:ect1'-rldicative classroom participation to show

their critical thinking was captured by means tr ntto notes' open-ended questionnaires were

administered to portray their perception about the treatment' on the basis of convenient

sampling, the returned questionnaires deserved analysis'

Findin8s and Disc.uffi:l"r, 
of the study help correspond to the research questions proposed'

Firstly, they ,"iu," to ihe subjects;' ,irut"gi", of making breakthroughs . in critically

understanding the theory and practice ofreader response conceftion' And' secondly' they have

to do with the subjects, perceptior ;i;; i;,"gration of critical activities and the usb of

technologY.

Strategies of making breukthroughs in critical analysis

As most the subjects were ii"*"-ir -"diu and digital technology' they did not

complain about the project.of media il;;;-;;r; instruction."Yet, some subjects were found

reluctant to actively participate it th"";;il di'"t"'ion' in critically understanding the topic'
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Classroom discussions led to more motivating conditions for classroom communication. Some
of the subjects self-confidently shared their understandings of the issues of theoretical and
practical accounts of reader response theory through reading aloud their critical written
comments and wrote them on the board.

Another indication suggests that top-down and bottom-up approaches to understanding
the topic also characterized their strategies. Some were dependent on the instructors'
explanation then exploring it to the Internet. Some tried to search for the relevant issues in the
Internet and then consulted it to the instructor. Such tasks as developing the model of how to
design supporting ones for reader response seemed to be helpful for them.

Subjects' Perception uboat the treatment
Basically the subjects saw that the integration of technology in their literary criticism class was
fruitful. All subjects were literate with ICT-based tools and the up-to-date gadget for global
communication. They felt free to access all sorts of sources in the Internet. Being a critical
reader, each subject claimed that she or he had tried to critically select the relevant points or
issued articles or descriptions. Most of the subjects saw that the use of technology help
comprehensively understand the topics of discussion. Yet, some admitted that instructors'
explanations still played important roles to comprehensively match the shared points of the
selected information. Regarding the pedagogical implication of the treatment, most subjects
thought that best practices covering enjoyable and challenging literacy events in their classroom
can be applicable in their own future classroom practices.

Conclusion and Recommendation
The present study offers at least two final notes. Firstly, under the framework of critical

pedagogy, student teachers tend to be more creative and self-confident in making breakthroughs
in critically understanding the concept and the applications of Reader Response Theory.
Secondly, the use of technology in practicing the chosen theory made the subjects feel easy to
(re)construct the conceptual issues and become critical to what they had thought and expected in
the future. Since the study potentially is limited to very typical contextual classroom of a private
college with West Java socio-cultural backgrounds, he study recommends further study focus on
more complex situation.
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Appendix

Open-ended questionnaire: Critical Pedagogy in Studies on Critical Theory (Literary
Criticism)

1. Apakah Anda terbiasa menggunakan gadget (atau alat sejenis) untuk akses
internet sebagai cara memperoleh sumber belajar Critical Theory atau Literary
Criticism?

2. Apakah Anda merasa lebih leluasa melakukannya? Mengapa?

3 Apakah Anda menggunakan cara berpikir kritis dalam melakukannya? Jelaskan -
seperti apa contohnya.

4 Dengan cara demikian, apakah Anda merasakan lebih dapat memahami hal yang
Anda sedang pelajari? Berikan contohnya.

5 Sebagai calon guru Bahasa Inggris, dengan cara demikian apakah Anda
mendapatkan manfaat pengalaman pedagogis/cara mengajar untuk praktik nyata
kepada murid sendiri nantinya? Mengapa? (Jawaban dapat disediakan di balik
halaman ini)
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